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Objective:
 to consider the examples 

of how changingfashion trends from 
2000 to 2016.



⚫ Do you need a lot for women's 
happiness? A pair of tens, and 
maybe hundreds 
of shoes, handbags for 
the luxury-brands and a lot of, a lot of 
clothes.



2000

Be yourself - that's 
what it has become 
fashionable in the 
2000s. Fashion 2000 
completely wiped 
out from the style 
ofthings 
that dressed the 
last two decades - in 
the 80s and90s!





⚫ The 20th century came to an end, and we received the 
fashion of the early 21st century. Of those decades was 
much easier to judge, there was held a fashion for a long 
time, but probably due to the advent of the new century, 
things started to gain momentum, including fashion. In the 
2000s, fashion was replaced from year to year, and keep 
up with all the trends have been quite difficult. Early 2000s 
remember the abundance of nudity, which is brought into 
fashion pop singer, bare bellies with having piercing, legs 
open. Next it was the jeans flared at high landing, which 
eventually changed skinny jeans at the hips. Also in the 
2000s actively labored style of "minimalism", which is 
popular to this day. For minimalism characteristic traits such 
as simplicity of form, clarity of the silhouette, a small 
amount of accessories and various parts. The color palette 
is mostly bright, pastel. In general, the 2000s can be called 
the era of "artificial beauty" - in the early 2000s began to 
open the expensive salons for hair extensions, increasing 
the number of plastic surgery clinics.



In 2003, it dominated the trend in military 
style, and in 2004began the revival of 
femininity: a triumphant return to the 
podium artificial fur, graceful 
accessories from crocodile leather, 
vintage brooches and 
bags, original earrings, classic tweed 
suits and form-fitting silhouettes.



2005
        2005 - year of femininity. And if in the bygone year it 

only strengthened its position, now it regally ascended 
the throne. Therefore, dresses with floral prints of the 
lung tissue left over from last summer, will be useful to 
you in the new year.
    On the catwalks of spring 2005 obviously influence 
the 50s when femininity was at the forefront. Moreover, 
this femininity is often grotesque: pointed seductive 
dresses, cropped pants, skirts "a la fairytale princess" 
hair and makeup in the style of Barbie dolls.
    Perfect alternative to skirts this year will become 
shorts.They flashed on the catwalks last summer, but 
the buyers interest in them was small, so now 
designers such as the Miu Miu, Balenciaga and 
Clements Ribeiro made them more feminine and 
seductive.







2010
⚫ most fashion plates try to be for more 

natural beauty, but not without exceptions. 
Fashion 2010th-it the absolute mixing of all 
styles which were before. Skirts on a high 
waist from 50th, large accessories and glasses 
from 60th, 70th complimented with style of 
«casual» us, wide jackets from 80th, which 
only-only entered anew into a fashion, jean 
shorts and jeans on a high waist from 90th 
and short topy of 2000th. A fashion 
regenerates anew, but has the additions, 
sparkle, somewhere elegance, somewhere ...





2015
⚫ Designers offer many innovative solutions, both 

in the cut, and the material for the costumes. 
⚫  Especially trendy outfits were from fabrics, with 

bright and graphical now designs, which 
combine a variety of shades.

⚫ Just do not forget about fashion prints: for 
example, the portraits in the style of pop art 
decorates perfectly hoodie or t-shirt, giving the 
whole image of zest.

⚫  Surreal prints also are becoming increasingly 
popular among designers, who create stunning 
fabrics decorated with drawings, reminiscent of 
Salvador Dali melting time.Bright colors, and 
unstable like flowing shapes - these are the main 
hits of 2015.





2016
⚫ Fashion 2015-2016 year surprised stunning coloristic. On 

public display out shades as close to natural.
⚫ Prints allowed varied: animals, flowers, polka dots, stripes, 

cell. But do not overdo it
As for accessories, then it all depends on taste preferences.

⚫ Do you like suede or patent leather you like, then the choice 
is yours. One thing to remember:            

⚫                  Leather handbag is perfect for leather boots and 
gloves;

⚫                 With regard kazhgalantirei - that a trend - high 
Gloves- stockings; 

⚫               Suede is only suitable for suede; 
⚫                 Patent leather is perfectly combined with a matte.





Thank you for attention
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